ARRANGEMENTS NEARLY

Syracuse has been secured to furnish the music.

Plans are nearly completed for the annual prom, and his committee of Freshmen, Sophomores, Seniors and Juniors, under the leadership of Philip Law, and Prof. James A. McLane.

The business world is faced by two great problems, namely: the internal and the external. Social justice will have to be achieved.

DORM GIRLS GIVE SPLENDID PARTY AT ANNUAL PROM

Making the enchanted fairyland of Japanese garden, where exotic flowers covered delicate lattices and hanging baskets, the wonder of the prom was created.

Chemistry about the future for the student body at the regular assembly Thursday on the subject of life and death. The Rev. W. S. T. Hoppel, of East Gastonia, North Carolina, addressed the students at the regular assembly Thursday on the subject of life and death.
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How Do You Stand It?

Because of considerable comment going around as to the educational conditions, the editor wishes to take this means of finding the attitude of the students. It is common knowledge that there is considerable indifference toward local conditions but the students who are interested, have taken sides and have been free to express their views. Please fill in the blank below.

Honesty is demanded above all in this vote. Put down your position without influence from your roommate, gang, or fraternity. Then cut out the ballot and drop it in the Fiat Lux box in the restaurant below Saturday noon.

The editor does not want to know the student's name of each ballot, but has asked for names and athletes to be able to have an idea of the distribution of the comments. The results will be published in this paper.

The ballot on the inside page for the teams is requested to close the proposition that has been hanging fire long enough. The plan was originated by the Varsity editor, and thought they were unrelated. The plan was originated by the editor following the request to close the proposition that has been hanging fire long enough. The plan was originated by the Varsity editor, and thought they were unrelated. The plan was originated by the editor following the request to close the proposition that has been hanging fire long enough. The plan was originated by the Varsity editor, and thought they were unrelated. The plan was originated by the editor following the request to close the proposition that has been hanging fire long enough. The plan was originated by the Varsity editor, and thought they were unrelated. The plan was originated by the editor following the request to close the proposition that has been hanging fire long enough. The plan was originated by the Varsity editor, and thought they were unrelated. The plan was originated by the editor following the request to close the proposition that has been hanging fire long enough. The plan was originated by the Varsity editor, and thought they were unrelated. The plan was originated by the editor following the request to close the proposition that has been hanging fire long enough. The plan was originated by the Varsity editor, and thought they were unrelated. The plan was originated by the editor following the request to close the proposition that has been hanging fire long enough. The plan was originated by the Varsity editor, and thought they were unrelated.

Encore

A few years ago, we had, you know, a team of men going. They won their games, and put their names in the top of the "Little Ten." Then came the Fall, known to you all, when Alfred's team lost out. And the spirit died, the warriors tried to prevent an utter rout.

With their backs against the wall, the teams played on without their olden vims.

For had they been able to play the students say, "Oh, don't expect us to win."

Then this year came,—they won a game and hit them on their feet.

The crowd's mad cheers were like the years when no team couldn't beat them.

And still the teams played on, their morale beneath.

The score was decided simply this and that,

To those men who have turned the title, I say--

And show them all that you are the champions.---Well.

Dean Henry Grattan Doyle of George Washington University Finds

Continued from page one

discussion of opinion as to drinking, smoking, class work, dishonesty in examinations and other problems. About half of the dean's talk was concerned with the questions of the "collegiates" and such questions, while the other half thought they were unrelated.

Suggestions:

1. Saxons
2. Eagles
3. Mountainneers

This is an honest expression of my attitude toward the present athletic situation at Alfred.

( ) There should be a change made in the coaching personnel of the small and backward teams.

( ) There should be no change made.

( ) I am not interested in the local conditions.

I am a senior, junior, sophomore, freshman, special, also a Varsity letter man in football, basketball, cross country, track, wrestling, tennis, or managers.

On OTHER CAMPUSES

Under the auspices of the Fiat faculty, a foreign language center has been established. This organization was formed to acquaint teachers of foreign languages in New England with new texts, publications and material, foreign or domestic, that may be of assistance to them in their profession.

The Sterling Institute makes on their annual trip had a trip through New York and met with some of the more distant did, however, engage in such risque games as Gin-Pot, Find the Burlesque, Chase and Pick-Up. The latter letter were played in the lobby of their hotel.

An unknown freshman at the University of Buffalo, who admitted speaking to a girl on the campus was ordered to open the dormitory for every girl, between eleven and eleven-o'clock, saying: "I know I'm good looking, but please leave me alone."

A college for parrots has been set up at Brownsville, Texas, to which more than 1,000 birds come from all over the world to be taught how to talk. The phonograph is used to teach the students and special records have been prepared for the purpose. The birds are taught from five to six months, and the course of training lasts three months. Each week the parrots are examined and graded, and the value of each is judged by the flow of words on graduation.

It seems as though the United States is not the only country in which co-eds are fond of the hip-flask. At a recent meeting held by the French speaking students of Quebec, the discovery of hip flasks by Canadian co-eds was deplored as one of the social plagues of life in Canada.

In Canada, at a recent meeting held by the French-speaking students of Quebec, the discovery of hip flasks by Canadian co-eds was deplored as one of the social plagues of life in Canada.
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Died in New York City

Dr. Herbert Locke Wheeler

Died in New York City

Dr. Herbert Locke Wheeler, a member of the Board of Trustees of this University, died in New York City Friday, March 22. Dr. Wheeler was graduated from the Philadelphia Dental College in 1890. He had a practice in Warren and Worthington, Me., for ten years and in New York City for more than 21 years. For 12 years he was professor of prosthodontics at the College of Dental and Oral Surgery of the University of Buffalo. He was a member of the Board of Trustees of this University and vice-chairman of the Board of Trustees from 1909 until his death in 1931.

The University of Buffalo

School of Dentistry

Announcement

The Cornell of the University of Buffalo announce the adoption of the four-year plan for dental students which has been in effect at the hospital wards and clinics, beginning July 1st, 1929. The course is continuous and consists of twelve quarters of eleven weeks each with vacation periods of two weeks between the quarters.

The curriculum consists of a basic and a specialized course of instruction. The basic course consists of dentistry as a branch of medicine and in conjunction with the faculty of the School of Medicine, courses are offered in the fundamental subjects with credit toward the medical degree. The future content of the medical and dental professions is secured through this common basic training. It is imperative in the conservation of human life that these great professions of health service should have a common ground for the interchange of ideas. The object of the basic instruction is to gain a broader and deeper interpretation of the relation which dentistry bears toward the cause and treatment of systemic disease.

The course of dental specialization is to teach the student to become a creative, independent practitioner. It consists of fundamental instruction in technical procedures which consistently alternate with infirmary schedules. Students are allowed to progress as fast as they may demonstrate their ability.

They are given every opportunity for clinical experience in independent practice in the various wards and clinics of the hospital wards and clinics at the hospital wards and clinics.

The economic feature of this course is appealing to the average student because of the fact that is has been in effect at the hospital wards and clinics for five successive years.

The economic feature of this course is appealing to the average student because of the fact that is has been in effect at the hospital wards and clinics for five successive years.

Professional study requires a type of education commensurate with the responsibilities of professional practice. In view of the recent advances in both the theoretical and clinical work, valuable time may be saved by utilizing the long summer vacation period. More constant contact with the profession.

Dentistry offers unusual opportunities to those who wish to specialize in surgery, orthodontia, technical and scientific fields, and in general health education.

The classes are limited in numbers.

The next college term opens July 1st, 1929. Catalog on request.
COACH FERGUSON PLANS TO RETURN FOR NEXT SEASON

The assertion of "Doc" Russell R. Ferguson that he intends to return to coach cross country next fall throws a bright glow on the horizon of next year's athletics. The main use of "Doc" income traditionally linked with $500 for a year's term was spent on uniforms and supplies. In the same manner, it spent the generous sum of $1,600,000 for a $1,600,000 stadium. In 1924 the Chester P. Lyon trophy was awarded to Friday for his Davie Track and Field work. The indoor track and field meet held annually to decide which class shall have its numeraux engraved upon the Chester P. Lyon trophy is slated for Friday at the Davie Track and Field House. The events are on the program many of which require preliminary trials, the meet will finish a full afternoon of entertainment.

In 1926, the Chester P. Lyon memorial trophy was created in honor and memory of Chester P. Lyon, track and field captain of Alfred. The classes winning the interclass meets from year to year have their numeraux engraved upon the trophy. The individual high point scorer has his name placed upon the trophy. The classes of 1926 won the meet and teams Fredericks was the high scorer.

A captain is appointed for each class by the director of athletics in order to facilitate the overseeing of the various teams. The men appointed for the coming season are: senior, Elder; junior, Reid; sophomores, Martin Stal; freshmen, George Smoks.

The outdoor meet which is also a part of the interclass strife for the trophy will be held in May.

ANTIFootball Group

The extension department of the State College of Pennsylvania has offered a four year degree in the sciences to students who have completed three years of college work. The degree is called a "Baccalaureate degree." The extension department has been in existence for several years, and has been successful in enrolling a large number of students who have completed the three year course. The "Baccalaureate degree" is awarded upon the completion of four years of study, during which time the student is required to take courses in the liberal arts and sciences. The degree is designed to give the student a broad and comprehensive education, and to prepare him for a variety of professional careers.

The extension department has also been successful in enrolling a large number of students who have completed the three year course. The "Baccalaureate degree" is awarded upon the completion of four years of study, during which time the student is required to take courses in the liberal arts and sciences. The degree is designed to give the student a broad and comprehensive education, and to prepare him for a variety of professional careers.

The extension department has also been successful in enrolling a large number of students who have completed the three year course. The "Baccalaureate degree" is awarded upon the completion of four years of study, during which time the student is required to take courses in the liberal arts and sciences. The degree is designed to give the student a broad and comprehensive education, and to prepare him for a variety of professional careers.
CAMPUS PERSONALS

The Brick

Miss Katherine Bremsen of Kinsley Clinkscales was back on campus for a few days.

This week to thank the various homes for the numerous articles they have lent to the college.

Dr. Alpha Phi

Dorothy Carpenter was a visitor in Thursday.

Louis Rogers and Sally Lewis were dinner guests on Thursday.

Mary Stovely was a weekend guest.

Alice Stevens was a dinner guest on Friday.

Heard that Miss Hulse will have Miss Love back.

Kappa Psi Chapter

Kappa Psi is pleased to announce the resignation of coaches and the letter in the last issue of the Fraternity magazine. It is necessary to any word in favor of Coach Heers and to enlighten some of the student body.

It is rumored that a majority of the old points were scored by Hornell men, but Heers like to ask this question. Who got these men for Alfred? Who spent the whole summer looking on prospective athletes for Alfred? Who drove hundreds of miles interviewing high school graduates and persuading them to come to Alfred? Coach Heers.

Just one more criticism of this letter. The writer says, "let us put a little change in our schools' spirit, and support of the teams." That is just the point, they have been doing the support now and are not likely to be distorted Alfred will have the same teams that he had in the past few years.

Some have compared the Heers' coached teams with those coached by Doc Peterson. Heers has taken and has taken the same men and produced as good results. It is the individual effort in the use of the student body that the student body somehow gets to attend and see to it that they train. Alfred will see an all round improvement. Alfred athletics have never been in as good a condition as they are under present management and this condition has been brought about only in the last two years. The improvement began with the arrival of Coach Heers.

One more point, we would like to see more constructive criticism in the Pitt Lux and less of this knocking.

The Theta Kappa Nu

Ellen Alcorn was a visitor at the house this week-end.

Mr. VanDorn of Michigan Alpha visited the house Saturday and attended the Brick Banquet in the evening.

Mr. Bremsen, Bruce Carney, and Gene Duvall journeyed to Wellsville to see the letter in the last issue of the Bricks.

Mr. VanDorn of Michigan Alpha visited the house Thursday and Friday at the house.

Harold Boulton

Mr. VanDorn of Michigan Alpha visited the house Saturday and Joe weren't satisfied with the spring fever at the same time.


Orchid Beauty Shoppe: Scalp treatment, manicuring, facials, manicuring.

Snoddy's Hair Shoppe: and Radios.

Mr. Coon's Beauty Shoppe: Nestle permanent waves, Finger-waving.

D'Agostino Beauty Shoppe: Scalp treatment, manicuring, facials, manicuring.

Wettlin Coffee Shoppe. A delight- ful place to eat. Exclusive yet in-

expensive. Home cooking and baking.

Tuttle & Rockwell

Hornell, N. Y.

Everything You Want

We Have It

Everything for these light lunches. Also Candy, Potlids and Nuts.

Always Fresh and of the best Quality.

Corner Store

Remington Portable Typewriters

Call on us for supplies for your:

Gas and Electric Lamps.

Guns, Baskets, and Radios.

R. A. Armstrong & Co.

Where to Shop

To eat

Selling and hair cuts. 196 Main St., Hornell.

The greatest where

FJD's Service Hop

52 Main Street Opposite the Park Hornell, N. Y.

"Opinions"

For a long time the writer of this article has felt that the library should keep open noon hour. Many times one desires to do some work for the last hour of the school and has talked with the matter.

... Why cannot some one furnish a remedy for the minute Niagara Falls in front of the library door every time it rains? The cornice seems to be cracked and water finds its way through. To alterate is difficult to keep the spot dry and thus carry off the excess water.

Several of the boys went to the book. It is more like to see constructive criticism in the Pitt Lux and less of this knocking.

Dr. A. O. SMITH
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